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With the national building and application of high-speed railway, it is more 
convenient to travel by train. But during the time of spring festival, “golden 
week”, and other holidays, which cause passenger flow peak, the railway 
transportation department still feel heavy pressure. It will be very helpful for the 
management and technicians to make transportation projects and organize 
optimized passenger flow if we can analyze the passenger flow and estimate the 
numbers and flow of the passenger. But now the study of the analysis and 
estimation of the passenger flow is not enough. What we are doing is still on the 
primary phase. Basically, it is handled by hand and it consumes a lot of time, 
manpower and resources. 
This dissertation is focusing on studying of the data warehouse and data 
mining technician. The application of this technician will deal with the huge data 
of train ticket selling and reserving system. We can build reasonable forecast 
analysis mold by using this data mining technician on railway passenger flow 
analysis. It will provide accurate decision-making information and advanced 
forecast method for the train transportation department to arrange the ability of 
delivery and managing scientifically. Firstly, this dissertation discussed the current 
passenger flow situation and the problems we are facing, then designed the data 
market basing on this theme by using data stock technician and analysis the 
sample data through the data mining neural network from data stock. And builds 
data analysis model carrying out research and the experiment, finally puts forward 
a feasible forecast model for the passenger flow forecasting. 
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